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Abstract. This paper introduces ConQuR-Bio which aims at assisting
scientists when they query public biological databases. Various reformu-
lations of the user query are generated using medical terminologies. Such
alternative reformulations are then used to rank the query results using
a new consensus ranking strategy. The originality of our approach thus
lies in using consensus ranking techniques within the context of query
reformulation. The ConQuR-Bio system is able to query the Entrez-
Gene NCBI database. Our experiments demonstrate the benefit of using
ConQuR-Bio compared to what is currently provided to users. ConQuR-
Bio is available to the bioinformatics community at
http://conqur-bio.lri.fr.
1 Introduction
In Biological research, findings are derived from the proper analysis of experi-
ments which involves comparing at various scales new results obtained to existing
data. Over the last three decades, scientists have had to face with an avalanche
of data, of different kinds, and reported in a myriad of databases. Public biolog-
ical databases thus contain more biological data than ever, all available to the
scientific community. Large amounts of data can be easily obtained using portals
such as Entrez NCBI6 [14] daily used by the bioinformatics community by sub-
mitting key-phrase queries (list of keywords). However, properly querying such
portals is not as easy as one may think. Two very similar queries may provide
different sets of answers leading to the need for users to try various reformu-
lations of their questions, considering synonymous terms, alternative spellings,
6 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez
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various levels of granularity in the concepts involved in their queries (making use
or not of the terminologies available such as MeSH [13] or SNOMED CT [16]).
Results obtained should then be gathered, compared, and redundancies filtered
out... Each set of results is ranked by the portal usually using the relevance as a
ranking criteria (number of occurrences of the key-phrase in each piece of results
instance). However, when several reformulations are considered, it is not clear
how to rank the set of all the collected results, which may involve hundreds of
elements. The expected ranking should be able to emphasize answers provided
by various reformulations while putting less importance on elements classified
as “good” by only a few.
The need for on-the-fly solutions both able to reformulate automatically
queries exploiting the various terminologies available and rank answers provided
to the user is thus of paramount importance.
In this paper, we introduce the ConQuR-Bio approach, which allows users
to query public databases from NCBI while generating automatically all the
possible reformulations and provides ranked answers using consensus ranking
techniques.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After a description of a
set of use cases which have driven the design of our solution (Section 2), Section
3 introduces the architecture of our system. We present the original consensus
ranking strategy we follow in Section 4. Section 5 introduces the interface and the
main functionalities of the system we have implemented based on the ConQuR-
Bio approach (available for use to the community at: http://conqur-bio.lri.
fr). Section 6 provides the results obtained by ConQuR-Bio on several biological
queries while Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Use cases
Our approach is based on one of the most popular tool for querying biological
sources, namely, the Entrez portal [15] from the National Center for Biotech-
nology Information (NCBI). More specifically, the kind of queries we consider
consists in searching the gene names associated to a given disease by consulting
the EntrezGene database [14] and focusing answers to human genes. We describe
here-after a set of four use cases that we want to consider.
Use Case 1 (equivalent reformulations): Let us consider the case of a single
user interested in genes involved in the cervical cancer. To express her query, she
may type cervix cancer in the search field of EntrezGene. As a result, 460 genes
are obtained. Interestingly, her query could have been expressed in two other
ways, namely using cervical cancer and cancer of the cervix, leading respectively
to 20 and 2 results, with 9 new genes of interest obtained (compared to the
original query).
Use Case 2 (abbreviations): Another use case is related to the use of abbre-
viations in queries. Consider searching for genes associated to Attention deficit
hyperactivity disorders also known as ADHD. While the full name of the disease
returns 144 genes, its abbreviation provides 109 genes with only 74 in common.
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Use Case 3 (lexical-based reformulation): Another typical use case consists
in considering two users, one from the US the other from the UK, searching
for tumor suppressor genes associated to the breast cancer. While the first one
enters breast cancer tumor suppressor, the other enters breast cancer tumour
suppressor. This orthographic variation leads to huge differences when querying
the EntrezGene database: 681 genes are returned with tumor and 291 with
tumour, and only 246 genes are common to both queries.
Use Case 4 (narrower-term-based reformulation): In a last use case, we
consider the case of diseases presenting a variety of subtypes (usually corre-
sponding to multiple phenotypes or a gradient of phenotypes associated with
the disease). For example, when the colorectal cancer is hereditary and without
polyposis it can be described by various names, including Hereditary Nonpoly-
posis Colon Cancer, also known as Lynch syndrome. Interestingly, querying the
EntrezGene database with Hereditary Nonpolyposis Colon Cancer, and Lynch
syndrome, allows to respectively find 1, and 6 genes which were not found when
typing colorectal cancer.
From these use cases, the need for automatic reformulation of queries appears
clearly as a necessity. Even more importantly, faced with the high number of
answers obtained as result of each query (especially when several reformulations
are considered), users should be guided in the order to which consider results.
The originality of our approach lies in considering alternative reformulations of
the user query and exploiting these reformulations to rank the results by order
of interest (roughly, genes obtained by a large number of reformulations should
be ranked before genes returned by only a few).
3 The ConQuR-Bio approach
In this section, we introduce ConQuR-Bio (Consensus ranking with Query Re-
formulation for Biological data) which aims at helping users finding genes asso-
ciated to a given disease by considering various reformulations of each user query
and exploiting such reformulations to rank the list of results. More precisely, our
approach takes in several input rankings (several lists of genes, each provided
by one reformulation) and outputs a consensus ranking, that is, a unified list
considering all the input data ordered such that the disagreements between the
list and the input rankings are minimized.
In the following, the main architecture of our approach is first presented,
then two focuses are given, on the reformulation module and queries generator
module.
3.1 General architecture
The standard use of ConQuR-Bio consists in the user providing a key-phrase k
(i.e., a list of keywords). The key-phrase is sent (arrow in Figure 1) to the
Reformulation Module which decomposes k into a list T of terms and leverage
various terminologies to generate the set S of synonyms (cf 3.2). S is then trans-
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Fig. 1. Architecture of ConQuR-Bio. Solid arrows represent requests and dotted ar-
rows responses. Two headed arrows represent possibly iterative requests. When several
actions have to be done successively, their are numbered with a squared number. When
alternative actions can be done, actions are represented with a diamonded number.
mitted (through arrow ) to the Queries Generator to be expressed as a set Q
of queries (cf 3.3). Q are run online (arrow ) on the selected search engine (in
our case, the NCBI web search engine for EntrezGene which provides sets of re-
sults ranked by relevance). When all the ranked results R of queries Q have been
collected, they are sent to the Median Ranking Module which is in charge of
computing a unique consensus ranking, providing an ordering of all the answers
(cf 4). Finally, the Results Formatting module enriches the ranking of gene
identifiers with names and descriptions.
A few parameters may be tuned by users, such as the selection of the species
of interest (by default, Human) or the “Search deeper” option in which the
Reformulation Module intends to find more reformulations for each term (details
in 3.2). A default configuration is provided.
3.2 Reformulation Module
One of the two main modules of ConQuR-Bio is the Reformulation Module. It
takes the user key-phrase as input, splits it into a list of terms and returns sets
of reformulations for each term. The Reformulation Module leverages several
medical terminologies within the UMLSr [3]. The terminologies are described
here-after followed by the presentation of the process used to exploit such ter-
minologies in ConQuR-Bio.
Terminologies used. ConQuR-Bio makes use of the Unified Medical Language
Systemr (UMLS)7, a terminology integration system developed at the U.S. Na-
7 Version 2013AB of the UMLS is used in the current version of ConQuR-Bio and for
the evaluation we provide in the next section
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tional Library of Medicine (NLM). ConQuR-Bio uses the UMLS API to interact
with the Metathesaurusr integrating more than 160 medical vocabularies. Our
approach particularly benefits from the use of five terminologies covering a wide
range of biomedical domains: (i) MeSH [13], developed at the U.S. NLM and
designed for indexing PubMed; (ii) SNOMED CT [16], a worldwide used clini-
cal terminology often used as a core for Electronic Health Records; (iii and iv)
The two latest versions of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD 9
CM and ICD 10 CM), developed by the World Health Organization and used
in hospitals; (v) The Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM), cataloging
all known genetic diseases in the human genome. Each UMLS concept is catego-
rized with at least one Semantic Type (out of 150+) from the Semantic Network.
The UMLS also provides a broad categorization of Semantic Types into 15 Se-
mantic Groups (including Disorders). Using the Metathesaurus allows to access
synonymous terms from the terminologies.
From key-phrase to MeSH terms. MeSH being de facto a lingua franca
for biomedical literature querying, ConQuR-Bio starts with finding the largest
recognized MeSH terms in the key-phrase provided by the user. More precisely,
the key-phrase is decomposed into a list of terms where each term belongs to one
terminology, but no concatenation of two or more consecutive terms belongs to
any terminology. For example, the query “breast cancer oncogene” matches four
MeSH terms “breast” “cancer”, “oncogene” but also “breast cancer”. The key-
phrase is thus decomposed into the two terms “breast cancer” and “oncogene”.
Reformulation modes. Once the MeSH terms in the query have been identi-
fied, ConQuR-Bio may follow two modes to find reformulated terms, leveraging
the UMLS to identify synonyms of ( ) the MeSH terms from the original query
(default search mode), or ( ) more precise (i.e. narrower) terms and their syn-
onyms. In any case, alternative formulations of the query are generated. When
only one reformulation is returned by the default search mode (meaning that
the term is recognized but has no synonym) then the second mode (using
narrower terms and their synonyms) is used. The second mode is also used in
complement of the first mode when the search deeper mode is enabled.
Identifying synonyms (arrow ). The default mode uses the UMLS API
exact match search strategy to find UMLS concepts associated with each term.
From these concepts, we extract all the synonymous terms from SNOMED CT,
ICD9, ICD10 and MeSH, associated with this UMLS concept. For example, the
term cervix carcinoma is mapped to the UMLS concept C0302592. This concept
includes several synonyms, including Cancer of cervix (from SNOMED CT) and
Uterine Cervical Cancer (from MeSH).
Identifying narrower terms (arrow ). This alternative mode provides re-
formulations using narrower terms (in the sense of the organization of the hierar-
chy), which are thus more precise terms than the terms used in the original query.
Synonyms of the narrower terms are also exploited. This mode corresponds to
use UMLS API word search strategy. For example, using the “word” search
strategy from with the term Long QT syndrome (UMLS concept C0023976) al-
lows to identify several narrower concepts, including Long QT syndrome type 1
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(UMLS concept C0035828, for which Romano-Ward syndrome is a synonym).
Semantic filtering. As searched terms are all expected to be diseases, only
mappings to concepts from the UMLS semantic group Disorders are considered.
3.3 Queries generator module
The Queries generator module produces queries from the synonyms found for
the terms identified in the user’s key-phrase by the Reformulation Module (see
3.2). When the key-phrase has been split into multiple terms, we consider the
Cartesian product of the reformulations of each term. Considering a key-phrase
k composed of two terms a and b such as k = ”a b” and a, resp. b, is refor-
mulated into {a, a′}, resp. {b, b′}. This module generates queries to search for
“a b”, “a′ b”, “a b′”, “a′ b′”.
4 The Median ranking module
In this section we present the Median Ranking module, one of the major modules
of ConQuR-Bio which provides a unique ranking to the user. This module takes
in lists of elements (here, lists of genes), each list being obtained by a given
reformulation. It outputs a consensus ranking, that is, a list of all the elements
present in the inputs, ordered such that the disagreements between the consensus
and the input rankings is minimized.
In the following, we first define the median ranking problem; we then show
that a new metric is needed for our approach, and, for this purpose, we define a
pseudometric for comparing rankings. Finally, we describe the heuristic that we
have developed and tuned to compute consensus ranking, driven by the need to
provide an on-the-fly solution.
4.1 The Median Ranking Problem
Starting with multiple rankings called input rankings, the Median Ranking
Problem consists in finding one ranking able to minimize the distance to the
input rankings. When the Kendall-τ distance is considered [12], the input rank-
ings must be over the same elements and the problem of finding an optimal
solution is known to be NP-Hard when more than 3 rankings are considered [9].
Polynomial-time approximation algorithms and heuristics have thus been pro-
posed (e.g. [11,1]). In this paper, we will call consensus the solutions proposed by
consensus algorithms (including heuristics or approximation algorithms), while
we will use the term median rankings to denote optimal solutions.
We consider here rankings with ties, that is, rankings where some elements
may be grouped into one bucket and may thus not been compared to each others.
More precisely, each bucket contains at least one element, and two elements have
a different rank iff they are in two different buckets. For instance, in the ranking
r = [{B,A}, {C}, {D}], the elements A and B are tied in a bucket and thus
equally good, they are also better than C and D, and C is better than D.
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As underlined in the use cases introduced in section 2, two reformulations
may not necessarily provide the same sets of data (i.e., sets of genes obtained
may be different from one reformulation to another). Unifying the data sets
taken as input is then the first step to achieve to compute the corresponding
consensus ranking. ConQuR-Bio makes use of the unification process introduced
by [7] to consider input rankings over different sets of elements. This treatment
adds a single bucket at the end of each ranking and places in this bucket all the
elements that appear in other rankings but not in the current one. We call such
buckets unifying buckets. For example, consider r′ = [{C}, {E}] and the ranking
r introduced above. The unifying process provides the two unified input rank-
ings: r′unified = [{C}, {E}, {A,B,D}u] and runified = [{B,A}, {C}, {D}, {E}u],
leading to two input rankings over the same sets of elements (A to E). Note that
unified buckets are suffixed: {...}u.
When considering ranking with ties, the distance used in the median ranking
problem is the generalized Kendall-τ distance [11,7] defined as follows:
Definition 1. Let r and c be two ranking with ties over n elements, c being
a consensus. Let r[i] be the rank of i in ranking r. The generalized Kendall-τ
distance is:
K(p)(r, c) = #{(i, j) :r[i] < r[j] and c[i] > c[j] or
r[i] > r[j] and c[i] < c[j]}
+p ∗#{(i, j) :r[i] 6= r[j] and c[i] = c[j] or
r[i] = r[j] and c[i] 6= c[j]} where 0 < p ≤ 1
This distance counts 1 for each pair of elements when their order is inverted,
and counts p when two elements are tied in one ranking and not in the other.
The distance between a consensus c and a set of input rankings R is the sum of
the distances between c and the rankings in R: K(p)(R, c) =
∑
r∈RK
(p)(r, c). A
median of a set of input rankings is defined as follows:
Definition 2. Let R be the set of all rankings with ties over n elements, and
let R ⊆ R be a set of rankings. A ranking c∗ is called a median ranking of R iff:
K(p)(R, c∗) ≤ K(p)(R, r),∀r ∈ R;
Example 1. Let us consider the set of input rankings R = {r1, r2, r3} where
r1 = r2 = [{A}, {D}, {B,C}u], r3 = [{B}, {A,D}, {C}]. The median ranking is
c∗ = [{A}, {D}, {B,C}]. The disagreements are: the order inversion of B-A and
B-D (+2) plus A-D untying (+p) plus B-C tying (+p) thus K(p)(R, c∗) = 2+2p.
4.2 A new pseudometric to compare rankings
The intuition behind the need for a new metric can be illustrated on the above
example. Two points should be emphasized. First, elements A and D are tied
in r3 because the search engine ranked them at the same position, they thus
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should be considered as equally relevant. Second, elements B and C are tied in
r1 and r2 due to the unification process, contrary to the previous situation, no
search engine has ever indicated any rank between such two elements (neither
one before the other, nor both at the same position).
The generalized Kendall-τ distance does not allow to make a distinction
between elements tied in an unification bucket from those tied in a classical one.
A new metric taking into account the nature of buckets has thus to be defined.
In particular, the metric should consider true disagreements between elements
ranked by several reformulations while not penalizing any difference between
the relative positions of elements present in the unifying buckets: our aim is to
consider that untying elements from the unifying bucket has no cost.
Definition 3. Let r and c be two rankings with ties over n elements. Let r[i]
be the rank of i in ranking r. Let unif(r) denote the unification bucket of r.
(unif(r) = ∅ if r has no unification bucket.) Let us define M(r, c) as follows:
M(r, c) = #{(i, j) :r[i] < r[j] and c[i] > c[j] or
r[i] > r[j] and c[i] < c[j]}
+p#{(i, j) :r[i] 6= r[j] and c[i] = c[j] and i /∈ unif(c) or
r[i] = r[j] and c[i] 6= c[j] and j /∈ unif(r)}
Clearly M is not a distance as it may not be always possible to distinguish two
different rankings: M([{A}, {B}], [{A,B}u]) = 0. However, it is a pseudometric
[17] as the symmetry and triangular inequality properties are respected, and
any element has a metric at zero compared to itself: M(r, r) = 0. Similarly to
the generalized Kendall-τ distance, when considering a consensus c and a set of
input rankings R: M(R, c) =∑r∈RM(r, c).
Example 2. Let us consider a set of input rankings R = {r1, r2, r3} where
r1 = r2 = [{A}, {D}, {B,C}u], r3 = [{B}, {A,D}, {C}]. Under the generalized
Kendall-τ distance, the median ranking is c = [{A}, {D}, {B,C}] (cf. Example
1) while under the pseudometric M the median ranking is c′ = [{A}, {D}, {B},
{C}] asM(R, c) = 2 + p >M(R, c′) = 2 (note that K(p)(R, c′) = 2 + 3p). From
a user perspective, c′ is a better median than c as it still promotes A and D, but
also makes use of information provided by r3 such as the fact that B is more
relevant than C.
Other strategies have been developed in [9] in order to deal with sets of
rankings which are not necessarily over the same elements: the induced Kendall-
τ distance allows to compare a ranking c over all elements with a ranking r over
a subset of these elements. The idea is to consider the projection of c onto r,
by removing from c all elements that are missing in r. However, this distance is
not relevant for our purpose as it does not allow to consider missing elements
as being less relevant than the returned ones (the missing elements of r are
completely removed from c and thus do not contribute to any (dis)agreement).
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4.3 Median Ranking in the context of query reformulations
BioConsert [7] is an heuristic designed in the context of biological data and
considers a distance between rankings with ties. It uses each input ranking as
starting point, and refines them by iteratively applying two edit operators (mov-
ing an element to an existing/new bucket) as long as the distance between the
current consensus obtained and the input rankings is reduced. Finally, it returns
the best consensus computed. Our approach differs from [7] by using the pseu-
dometric M, presented in §4.2, instead of the generalized Kendall-τ distance.
M is parametrized by 0 < p ≤ 1 which expresses the importance of tying and
untying elements. In our setting, tying and untying elements should be penalized
while when two elements have the same number of rankings placing one element
before and after the other, the two elements should be tied. As a consequence,
we have set p = 0.5 in ConQuR-Bio.
Tuning BioConsert. ConQuR-Bio is an on-the-fly system which intends to
quickly provide a consensus ranking from the reformulations obtained. To do
so, it requires to have a fast and good algorithm to produce the consensus of
answers. The time complexity of BioConsert depends, among other parameters,
on the number of input rankings m. In order to speed up the computation, we
consider a smaller and constant amount of rankings to start the algorithm (and
not all input rankings as in [7]). More precisely, we selected three state-of-the-
art algorithms: BordaCount [4], MEDRank [10], and Ailon’s 2-approximation
[1] which do not provide as good results as BioConsert, but provide solution
in at most complexities of nm log(nm), where n is the number of elements
to be ranked. Experiments (not shown here) performed to compare this new
strategy to the default strategy of BioConsert show that the time to compute a
consensus is reduced up to one hundred times while the quality of the results is
not significantly altered.
5 The ConQuR-Bio system
The main interface of ConQuR-Bio is provided in Figure 2 and composed of
three areas, the query area (top left panel), the running and progression details
(top right panel), and the results (bottom).
In the query area, the key-phrase provided by the user is split into MeSH
terms on-the-fly (cf. 3.2) and displayed into colored boxes next to the key-phrase
field. Colors indicate different status for a term: green when the term is recog-
nized as a MeSH term, red when the term is not recognized, and orange when
the term is matched with an existing MeSH term while the spelling is different.
In addition to the orange semantics, when a term is matched with an alternative
spelling, a check mark allows the user to accept the correction and update the
key-phrase field, while a cross mark forces the system to use the given spelling.
Several options are made available to the user, and are by default hidden. They
can be displayed/hidden by clicking on “[+]”/“[-]” like in Figure 2). Options
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Fig. 2. ConQuR-Bio interface and the window open after clicking on BRCA2.
are the species considered, the “Search deeper” mode which allows to use refor-
mulations with narrower terms (cf. in 3.2), and the type of biological object
ranked.
The results area presents a ranking (with ties) of genes with their official
descriptions as it can be found when browsing the NCBI website. Each gene is
linked to its associated page in the NCBI Website, allowing the user to navigate
in a familiar environment. Close to the rank of each gene, a symbol (hidden in
the default mode) allows users to know whether the rank of the gene is raised
( ), equal ( ), lowered ( ), or new ( ) in ConQuR-Bio compared to the
results returned in the NCBI ranking.
Another interesting feature is the ability of ConQuR-Bio to provide users with
information on the number of publications associated with each gene returned.
This functionality is obtained by calling the GeneValorization[6] tool able to
quickly browse PubMed.
6 Results on medical queries
We have tested our approach over a set of queries collected from collaborators
of the Institut Curie (France) and the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (PA,
USA) and linked to their respective fields of expertise. The results presented
considered 9 diseases: 7 cancers (bladder, breast, cervical, colorectal, neuroblas-
toma, prostate, retinoblastoma), one heart disease (the Long QT Syndrome),
and one psychiatric disorder (the attention deficit (with) hyperactivity disorder).
For cancers, we searched for information on the name of the cancer while also
using additional words (and reformulations of such words) to refine the query,
namely tumor suppressor and oncogene. The exact list of words used are shown
in Figure 3.
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Evaluating such an approach is a difficult task as we face the users’ per-
ception of the results. We have chosen to consider three criteria of evaluation,
focusing on the 20 first results returned for each key-phrase (top-20). The first
criterion is based on Gold Standards and compares the results obtained to the
list of expected genes according to our experts. We classically use the area under
the ROC curve [5] in this series of experiments. The next two criteria are biblio-
metrics ones: the second criterion is the number of publications associated with
each gene of the list and the key-phrase while the last criterion is a “freshness”
indicator, measuring the average number of days since such an article has been
published. The assumptions behind such measures is that well-studied genes are
more likely to be relevant and experts can be interested in the latest, up-to-date,
information.
6.1 Using expertise
We constructed with our clinician collaborators the list ld of the most relevant
genes known to be associated with each disease d. The “goodness” of a consensus
ranking cd provided by ConQuR-Bio thus relies on the presence of elements of
ld in the top-ranked elements of cd. In order to compare the results returned
by ConQuR-Bio and the EntrezGene NCBI Web search engine with respect to
Gold Standards, we used the Area Under the ROC Curve [5] (ROC standing
for Receiver Operating Characteristic) or AUC (closely related to precision and
recall measures [5]). The AUC aims at differentiating the presence of expected
data versus non expected data, taking into account the place of pieces of data
(roughly, placing expected data before unexpected data increases the score of
the AUC). AUC provides numbers ranged in [0, 1], 1 being the highest score.
In Figure 3, we plot AUCs for the top-20 first results obtained for each
key-phrases with both NCBI search engine and ConQuR-Bio. Globally, using
ConQuR-Bio compared to NCBI allows to increase in average the AUC of
44.24%. More precisely, four points deserve attention.
First, when focusing on single term key-phrases (i.e., considering the name of
the disease only without adding oncogene or tumo[u]r suppressor, corresponding
to Figure 3.a and all use cases), ConQuR-Bio returns better results than the
NCBI in 88.89% of the cases and always provides as good results as the NCBI.
The average AUC is increased of 58.52% with ConQuR-Bio compared to NCBI.
Second, multi-term key-phrases (Fig 3.b,c (use case 3)) have an AUC in-
creased of 37.70% in average when using ConQuR-Bio compared to NCBI. This
relatively less good results (37% vs. 58% of improvement) is actually due to the
fact that the term oncogene has, in addition, one reformulation (gene transform-
ing) less interesting (considered as “too vague” by our experts) than others.
Third, considering ADHD and its unabbreviated name (use case 2), the AUC
is drastically increased using ConQuR-Bio. Also, as expected the complete name
and its abbreviation have different AUCs with the NCBI while remaining the
same with ConQuR-Bio (since all the reformulations are considered). In the
same spirit, lexical variations around the cervical cancer tumor suppressor (Fig
3.b) show the importance of taking into account all lexical and orthographic
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variations: ConQuR-Bio returns identical results for the four variants with an
AUC of 0.53 while NCBI results have systematically inferior and variable AUCs.
Finally, there were a few key-phrases, namely colorectal cancer and neurob-
lastoma, for which only plural reformulations were actually available (no actual
synonyms available). The results obtained for such queries are then less impres-
sive than in the previous cases while some of their respective AUCs are still
increased compared to NCBI.
Fig. 3. The Area under the ROC curve (AUC) for the 20 first genes returned by
ConQuR-Bio and the NCBI WebSearch for (a) Single-term key-phrases, (b) lexical
variation around cervix cancer tumor suppressor, and (c) the remaining key-phrases.
Our experiments have shown that all the reformulations associated to use
cases 1, 2, 3 were taken into account and that using our approach based on
consensus ranking systematically improved the answers provided to the user.
However, we have not yet provided specific information on the use case 4 which
made use of lexical narrower terms. Two points should thus be mentioned.
First, interestingly, narrower terms have actually automatically been ex-
ploited in the previous results for the long QT syndrome as this term did not
have any synonym. Specific forms of the disease, such as the Romano Ward
Syndrome, raise the AUC from 0.51 to 0.53.
Second, the use of narrower terms can be done manually by selecting the
“search deeper” option. Back to the example illustrating the use case 4, using
narrower terms drastically change the results: among the 11 genes provided by
our experts as being very relevant for colorectal cancer, only 2 are in the top-20
results of the NCBI (AUC=0.09) while 6 are in the ConQuR-Bio first 20 answers
(AUC=0.43).
A last point that deserves attention is the time taken by ConQuR-Bio to
provide answers: While the NCBI search engine provides a ranking in at most
2s, ConQuR-Bio takes 41s in average for the 9 single term key-phrases listed
in Figure 3.a. This difference lies in the fact that the average number of syn-
onyms retrieved by ConQuR-Bio (and thus the average number of queries to be
answered and which elements should be ranked) is 17.
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6.2 Using the number of publications
The second measure considers the top-20 genes obtained and sums the number of
publications co-citing each gene name and the query key-phrase. As an example,
the numbers of publications associated with the top-20 first genes returned for
retinoblastoma by the NCBI and ConQuR-Bio are represented in Figure 4. It
clearly shows that the top-20 genes provided by ConQuR-Bio are associated to
more publications than the top-20 genes provided by NCBI.
Fig. 4. #publications for each of the 20 first ranked genes for retinoblastoma
More generally, over the 28 key-phrases studied, 25 provide more (or, in 2
situation equal) publications than the NCBI. Overall in average, ConQuR-Bio
returns top-20 results associated with 56% more publications.
6.3 Using publication freshness
While the number of publications is one important factor for determining the
level of interest associated to a result, another complementary factor is the fresh-
ness of the associated publications (i.e. how recently studies based on a given
gene have been published). The measure we consider in this subsection computes
the average number of days since the last publication co-citing the gene name
and the key-phrase has been published.
Over the 28 key-phrases studied, and when considering the top-20 genes,
ConQuR-Bio returns genes with fresher results for 22 of them. In average, the
top-20 genes returned by ConQuR-Bio have one associated article which was
published within 25% less days that the NCBI ones.
7 Discussion
With ConQuR-Bio, we made the connection between the query expansion field
and the median ranking field. We leveraged terminologies integration in the
UMLS system (an approach and system shown to be effective [8]) to propose
reformulations. From two UMLS search modes, we provided reformulations based
on MeSH terms identified in the users key-phrases. To generate a consensus
answer to the user emphasizing the agreements between the reformulations, we
backed its computation on a new pseudometric, extending the state-of-the-art
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generalized Kendall-τ distance. With this new pseudometric, we adapted and
combined several median ranking algorithms, allowing the system to quickly
compute a consensus. We compared our approach to the main portal used to
browse gene-centric biological data, namely the EntrezGene database from the
NCBI website and its ranking function based on relevance. We showed that when
measuring the presence and order of expected results (based on Gold standards),
ConQuR-Bio outperforms the NCBI with an AUC increased of 69.30%. When
focusing on biometrics indicators and compared to the NCBI relevance sorting,
ConQuR-Bio returned genes associated with 56% more publications, published
in 25% less days. Last but not least, we made the system available and free to
use at http://conqur-bio.lri.fr as a website.
We now provide a discussion and perspectives considering the various steps
of our approach.
ConQuR-Bio starts with identifying MeSH terms from key-phrases. We have
currently chosen to follow a greedy (and naive) process enabling a very fast an-
swer rate, compatible with the on-the-fly feature of our approach. This strategy
is entirely satisfactory on evaluated key-phrases. Future work will explore the de-
tection of concepts from the users key-phrases by deploying concept recognition
software such as MetaMap [2] or BioAnnotator, enabling advanced reformulation
options (e.g. different levels of granularity). Providing results in a few seconds
while augmenting their overall quality will be the most challenging point.
The reformulation module plays a major role in the quality of the results.
This module is based on two components: the set of terminologies used and the
way such terminologies are queried and exploited.
As for the terminologies, we currently use terminology sources from the
UMLS which allowed us to have manageable and relevant amounts of refor-
mulations. Ongoing work includes selecting a larger and customizable number of
sources from the main two biological terminology integration systems (namely,
the UMLS and the BioPortal [18]) to cover a broader scope of biological domains.
To cope with the possibly too broad aspect of reformulations, we plan to allow
(experienced) users to select the reformulations to be or not to be used by our
system.
As for the way terminologies are exploited, in our current version, the “search
deeper” mode provides narrower reformulations. However, work still have to be
done as the semantics of this mode is very permissive and does not exploit the
hierarchical feature of the links between concepts. The UMLS system provides
typed links for broader and narrower concepts unified between terminologies,
and their adequacy should be evaluated. Ongoing work consists in exploiting
the hierarchical relations from the sources to improve the detection of concepts
and their synonyms.
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